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Generate sequential numbers
Before you start
1. Is your number to be sequential just on the
device? A sequential number created as an Item
Type - Calculated Value (on-line
documentation) will be stored on the device and
the sequence will be unique to forms filled in on
that device. This means that Device A will
generate a sequence of numbers (such as 1001,
1002, 1003) and Device B will also generate the
same sequence (ie 1001, 1002, 1003).
2. Is your number to be sequential across the
whole system? A sequential number created as
a Template Action - Set a value for an item
within the document ('Set a value for an item
within the document' in the on-line
documentation) will be stored on the server (ie
is system-wide) and the sequence will cover
every form filled in from that template. This
means that (using the above example) forms
completed on Device A might generate numbers
1001, 1003 and 1005 while those completed
on Device B might generate numbers 1002,
1004 and 1006.
3. Server-side numbers can also be set within the
job definition ('Job definition - page item
(advanced)' in the on-line documentation).
4. See our FAQ discussion - Should I create a
unique number on the device or on the server?
(on-line documentation)

Why would I use a sequential
number?
Common uses include
1. Sales order numbers - example for creating a
system-wide order number
2. Invoice numbers
3. Job references
4. Jobsheet

Overview
1.
2.
3.
4.

Step 1. Create a field for the sequential number within your template.
Step 2. Set up an action to update your sequential number (server-side only)
Step 3. Enter a variable to construct a sequential number.
Example 1. Sales Order Number

Step 1. Create a field for the sequential number within your
template
1. This can be any appropriate Item type for server-sequential numbers but must be a calculated value
Item type for device-sequential numbers. For server-sequential numbers, select any appropriate
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numerical or text Item Type (on-line documentation). For device-sequential numbers,
select Calculated Value ('Item Type - Calculated value' in the on-line documentation) (5th down on

the right).

Step 2. Set up an action to update your sequential number (serverside only)
1. A template action needs to be set up for an appropriate report status.
2. Click 'Add Action' at the appropriate report status of the template's lifecycle. This is likely to be 'When
a report is received from a device (Incomplete or complete)' for creating a job number on an ad-hoc
job (ie triggered onsite rather than from the office) but can be on any available action.

3. Select 'Set a value for an item within the document' (4th down in the middle).

4. Enter a meaningful description and the unique name applied to the template item in Step 1. 'Value to
set' is where you will set up your sequential number (see Step 4). 'Conditions' and 'Post-action
processing' tabs are not necessary for this task - see Template Action - Set a value for an item within
the document ('Set a value for an item within the document' in the on-line documentation) if you

wish investigate further.

Step 3. Enter a variable to construct a sequential number.
1. The format $seq:[sequence name]:[starting number]:[increment] is used in a Calculated Field (for a
device-side number) or in a Template Action (for a server-side number).
2. This example tells magic5 to “use the sequence of numbers that we’re calling ‘DeviceSeqNo', start at
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1000 and add on 1 on every time”.

3. The sequence name is used to allow independent sequences of numbers to exist, such as Order
numbers, PO numbers, within a single template.
4. On the device the user will be asked to confirm that this is the first in a sequence when a sequence is
started - this prevents a sequence from accidentally starting from scratch and thereby re-using
previously allocated numbers.
5. The sequence number on a device calculation is local to that device, so may be duplicated across
devices - ie the number 10002 might occur several times. If this is a problem you may wish to use
something like a username to give a unique value:
$user-$seq:Order:1000:1
which would result in, for instance, Fred-1000, Fred-1001 on one device and Bob-1000, Bob-1001 on

another.

6. In a server-based sequence the values will be unique because they are stored and allocated centrally.
Usernames, and other report processing variables can be used, but the syntax is slightly different (eg
%USER%-%$seq:sheetno:1000:1% to display Bob-1001 as above).
A sequence name can be shared between forms.

7. Update mode
Update mode determines how magic5 will behave when updating the attribute. The drop-down box
contains the following options:
Overwrite existing value – takes the value entered above and replaces the existing value. This is
useful for recording date of most recent visit.
Append to existing value – adds the new value onto whatever was there before. A full history of
visit dates might be held in a string of data.
Append to existing value with date/time heading – as above, the new value is added to the string
of existing data but with the current date/time as well
Create value only, don't overwrite – will never overwrite/update so it will only be created once as a
new value. This is useful for recording the date of a first visit or assigning a job number to a job
that may take some time to complete.

Example 1. Sales Order Number
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1. Follow Step 1 until you see the 'Add Item' menu.
2. Select a Text item type ('ItemType - Text item' in the on-line documentation) from the top left of the
menu.
3. Enter something meaningful under Question, such as 'Order Number', and make sure that the
Mandatory box is unticked. The other fields are irrelevant as the software will fill in the data.

4. In the Advanced tab of the Text item enter a Unique name that reflects what the Text Item is to be
used for, such as 'autogenOrderNo'. Make a note of this for later and save

5. In the template screen, scroll to 'Actions to take' (this may be above or below the documents, pages,
etc) and find the status 'When a report is received from the device (Incomplete or Complete)'. Click on
the 'Add Action ...' button.

6. Select 'Set a value for an item within the document' from the middle of the middle column in the Add
Actions menu.

7. Enter a meaningul description and the unique name of the Text item created above (we called it
"autogenOrderNo" but you will have made a note of the name you used). Enter "$seq:Order:10000:1"
in the Value to set prompt and select 'Create value only, don't overwrite' in the Update mode list (see
Update mode for alternatives). Click Save and your Order Number is ready to use.
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View and record follow-up actions
Before you start
1. Do the menu items for follow-up actions
already appear in the Reports menu? If not,
request support to set them up. You will need
to specify which users need access to these
menu items (eg. customers, administrators,
etc).
2. What list will be used to trigger the follow-up
screens on the device and which answer will be
the 'positive' one? Identify the list will you use
and allocate one to response to be 'positive' and
therefore not trigger a follow-up screen on the
device.
3. What timescales would you like associated with
your follow-ups? Identify or create a list
containing the timescales that you wish to use.
Items within the list will contain informative text
such as '1hr', '2 working days', '1 week', '6
months' and will be selected by the device user
when the follow-up screen is triggered.

Why would I need to view and
record follow-up actions?
Common uses include
1. Monitor responses to audit failures
2. Record actions not triggered within magic5
3. Administration of follow-up visits or work

Overview
1.
2.
3.
4.

Step 1. Prepare your lists
Step 2. Set up your template to use follow-ups
Step 3. Collect data using the device
Step 4. View the reports and action follow-ups

Step 1. Prepare your lists
1. Keep the list short, just 2 or 3 items (eg. Low/medium/high, pass/fail/re-visit, yes/no/don't know, etc).
2. Where possible use images or icons ('Use images instead of lists or buttons' in the on-line
documentation) (eg. smiley/frowny/neutral faces, tick/cross, thumb up/down/horizontal) to make
things clearer for the device user.
3. Make sure that the 'positive' list item is at the top of the list. If it isn't already, click on 'Rearrange
Items' and, in the resulting pop-up box, drag the list entries in to the required order. Save this
arrangement.

Step 2. Set up your template to use follow-ups
1. Open or create your template - if you are unsure about creating templates go to Template (on-line
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documentation) for help on setting one up.
2. You will need to include a multiple-choice Item type (on-line documentation) to be filled out on the
device and Template Actions ('Template action' in the on-line documentation) so that follow-ups are
properly handled when the report has been completed.
3. Click on the template name ("Template: [name]") and select the Contraventions tab. Tick the first box
to alert the template to collect follow-up information and select the required timescale list from the
drop-down list. More help with Contraventions (on-line documentation).

4. Create or modify the multiple-choice question ('ItemType - Multiple-choice' in the on-line
documentation) that will trigger the follow-up. Tick the box for "Prompt for findings/actions for
results". Default findings ('ItemType - Multiple-choice' in the on-line documentation) can be

attached to list items from the tab with that name.

5. In Template Actions find "When a report becomes available for sign-off (Complete)" and click "Add
action". Select Status update (on-line documentation) from the menu.

6. Create an action called (for example) "Move to follow-up folder if there is some" and select 'Awaiting
follow-up' from the drop-down list of available statuses. If it doesn't appear in this list, contact magic5

support to have it included.

7. In the Conditions tab enter "hasFollowUp;;equals;True" in the Conditions (1) prompt and Save.

8. Create another 'Status update' Template Action under "When a report becomes available for sign-off
(Complete)". Call it (for example) "Move to finished if there is no follow-up" and select 'Finished' from
the drop-down list. Enter a condition of "hasFollowUp;;equals;False" and save.
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Step 3. Collect data using the device
1. After amending the template the device will need to Receive Updates ('Device menu' in the on-line
documentation) for these changes to be incorporated.
2. This is how a horizontal, non-image multiple-choice prompt will look. As you can see, selecting the

leftmost (or top) item does not trigger the follow-up screen.

3. Selecting either of the other two options activates the Finding (or follow-up) screen in to which text
can be added and a timescale selected from a list. Further actions, findings and photos can be
added. Remember that Default findings ('ItemType - Multiple-choice' in the on-line documentation)

can be attached to list items as above.

Step 4. View the reports and action follow-ups
1. Forms with follow-ups will go to “Awaiting follow up” status (accessible through the reports menu
(on-line documentation)).
2. When the form is opened an alert follow-ups exist for this form will appear next to the summary
information. Clicking on the hyperlink will trigger the list of follow-up items.
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3. The follow-up items are displayed along with the action required and the timescale. A hyperlink
enables the follow-up to be marked as complete, at which point it will be replaced by the username of
the person who marked it as complete along with the date and any comments.

4. Once all actions have been completed a “Mark as finished” button is shown to move the form to the
“Finished follow-up” folder.
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Set up findings for a multiple choice item
Before you start
1. How will your device user enter information on
findings? Is it likely to be short information,
such as numerical or a code, or longer such as a
big block of text?
2. How much will the information for the same
finding score differ between jobs? Will a score
of (say) 3 on a particular question always
generate the same findings result? Is it usually
the same with occasional tweaks required to the
text? Will it always be different? Do you want
your end user to always write it from scratch to
avoid assumptions?
3. Do you need to create follow-up jobs from the
findings? Follow-up reminders can be created
from findings that have been collected on a
separate screen but not from the quick, same
screen version.
4. What timescales will you need to apply to your
findings? These will need to be included in a
timescales list in the List set-up screen.
5. Do the above answers guide you towards a
separate screen for findings or the same
screen? A separate screen must be used if
follow-ups are required or if a standard text will
need modification as neither of these facilities
are available on the same-screen option.
However if the text is always the same or is to
be entered from scratch every time and
automated follow-ups are not required then the
same-screen may be a better option as it is
clearer for the device user (as long as not too
many appear on the same tab). It is possible to
use a mixture as they are setup at the item
stage - it is worth noting down which would be
best suited to which.

Why would I use findings and
follow-up actions?
1. Findings are useful for explaining a
numerical result
A device user may select an 'unsatisfactory'
multiple-choice option but it may be unclear why
so they can add 'findings' to explain why they
chose that option.
2. Findings are useful for collecting supporting
evidence for a numerical result.
A device user may need to back up a decision
they have made on an inventory or audit,
especially if the results are used to create a
score that impacts negatively on your customer.
3. Timescales attached to findings help to
organise work
Whether follow-ups are automated or not,
attaching timescales to a finding will clarify
expectations for anyone reading the report and
enable you to chase up overdue responses.
4. Automated follow-ups ensure the next stage in
a process is initiated
These are indicated on the report and will
prompt for a new job to be initiated.
5. Typical uses of findings and follow-up actions
include
1. audits
2. inventories
3. inspections
4. repeat jobs such as servicing

Overview of process
1.
2.
3.
4.

Step 1. Check that the Contraventions tab for the template is set up correctly
Step 2. Create a multiple-choice item on the template
Step 3. Add default findings for each multiple-choice answer (optional)
Step 4. If using the Same-screen option, set up the additional items
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5. Step 5. Check that your newly created item works as you expect on the device
6. Step 6. Troubleshooting

Step 1. Check that the Contraventions tab for the template is set up
correctly
1. In the Setup/Maintenance menu, select 'Maintain Templates' and open the template that you wish to
use by clicking on it.
2. Click on the title of the template and then the Contraventions tab ('Contraventions' in the on-line
documentation).
3. Click on the drop-down list for Timescales list - do you see an appropriate timescales list for this
template? If not, set one up in Setup/Maintenance->Lists ('Create list' in the on-line documentation).

Otherwise select the one that you require and save.

Step 2. Create a multiple-choice item on the template
1. If you are starting a new document you may wish to follow the instructions in How to - Set up a
simple form ('Set up a simple form' in the on-line documentation). Otherwise select the document,
page and section where you wish the multiple-choice item to be and click the Add Item ... button. For
more help on template items see help pages ('Item type' in the on-line documentation).
2. Select the multiple-choice item type ('ItemType - Multiple-choice' in the on-line documentation)
from the menu. Type in the question and select the list that you wish the device user to chose from
and select 'mandatory', 'arrange horizontally' and 'use list entry images instead of text' options as you
wish (see help pages ('ItemType - Multiple-choice' in the on-line documentation) for further

information).

3. Select either 'Prompt for findings/actions for results (except for first result)' or 'Use same-page
findings/actions', remembering that different options can be selected for different Multiple-choice
items. Here are some pros and cons to help you decide which will be more useful to you:
1. 'Prompt for findings/actions for results (except for first result)'
This will take the device user to a separate screen to enter their findings, actions, follow-ups
and timescales which may interrupt the flow of their work.
Default findings, follow-ups and timescales can be displayed here and can be modified by the
device user, saving time whilst maintaining accuracy and full details.
This will not happen for the first result in the list which needs to be set as a positive answer
(you may need to re-organise your list - see help pages ('List entries' in the on-line
documentation)).
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This will automatically create follow-up notifications and indicators on the report as part of the
summary.
2. 'Use same-page findings/actions'
This will keep the device user on the same page so their flow will not be interrupted although
too many on one page could be confusing.
Default findings, follow-ups and timescales can be displayed here but cannot be modified
(although, obviously, the multiple-choice answer can be).
Findings, follow-ups and timescales do not have to have defaults and can be entered from
scratch (also see text snippets ('ItemType - Text item' in the on-line documentation)).
Findings, etc are not indicated on the report but are simply displayed as any other template
item.
4. If Step 3. Add default findings is required, leave the pop-up box open, otherwise click the save button
to return to the template screen and skip to Step 4.

Step 3. Add default findings for each multiple-choice answer
(optional)
1. Select the Default findings tab and click the 'Add Finding' button.
2. Select the multiple-choice option that you wish to add a default finding to. Remember that the first
answer in the list will not open a separate page for findings so if separate pages are being used (see
option in Step 2) that answer will not generate a finding.
Also not all answers need to have a default finding and the finding can be added or amended at a

later date.

3. Enter the text that you wish to use for the default Finding. Enter the text that you wish to use for the
default Follow-up action. Either of these can be omitted.
4. Select the required timescale from the drop-down list. This is the list that was specified in the
Contraventions tab in step 1 so if you are not seeing the timescale you need you can add it as a list
entry ('List entries' in the on-line documentation) on that list.
5. Tick the Automatically add? box.
6. Save to see the new entry appear in the list. Add Finding to create defaults for all the possible

answers in the multiple-choice list.

7. Once you have added all the defaults you need, click Save on the multiple-choice item to save it.

Step 4. If using the Same-screen option, set up the additional items
1. Add a text item for the Findings and/or a text item for the Follow-ups.
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2. Add a drop-down list item for the timescales, using the same list as was specified for the

Contraventions tab in Step 1.

Step 5. Check that your template works on the device and in
reports
1. Make sure that the template is associated with the appropriate customers remembering that it is also
possible to add a template to all customers from the Template list - see How to - Set up a customer
('Set up a customer' in the on-line documentation) for both options.
2. Log on to your device and use the receive updates menu option - see help pages ('Device menu' in the
on-line documentation).
3. Open the form and make sure that the default findings are appearing correctly.

Step 6. Troubleshooting
1. Default Findings and Follow-ups are not appearing on the same page of the device
Have you got the latest version of magic5?
Are your findings set to Automatically add (see step 3.5)?
Does the list in your multiple-choice item have different associated scores set for each one entry?

Have you received updates on your device since making all your changes?
After making changes to templates, job definitions, lists, customers and anything else on the
administration web pages, devices will need to be updated using the Receive Updates ('Device
menu' in the on-line documentation) menu item.
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Set up a summary form
Before you start
1. Are you already collecting the data to be
summarised? If so, identify the template or
templates (referred to as the source
template(s)) that is in current use and make a
note of the unique names of the template items
that you wish to transfer across.
2. Who is the summary form for? You may wish to
include different styles depending on whether it
is an internal or external document, including
logos and contact information.
3. Will your source data make sense in a single
row? The data in a summary form is similar to a
table or spreadsheet in that data is repeated row
after row.

Why would I use a summary
form?
1. Summary forms provide succinct information
from detailed forms.
2. An invoice might contain a summary and
total of labour and parts costs.
3. A timesheet might contain a summary of hours
spent over several jobs.
4. An action sheet might summarise tasks to be
undertaken that can be signed-off when
complete.
5. A summary form is a useful management tool
where the details of a job are not required.

Overview of process
1.
2.
3.
4.
5.

Step 1. Identify or create your source template
Step 2. Create a template for the summary form
Step 3. Set up the action to create the summary form
Step 4. Receive the updated templates onto your device
Step 5. Create and view source and summary forms

Step 1. Identify or create your source template
1. The source form gets completed on the device and contributes data to the summary form. It will be
very specific to your own requirements and there may be more than one source template but as long
as they utilise the same unique names this will be fine.
For example
A timesheet might collect hours worked from different types of form completed for different types
of jobs (eg. maintenance, installation, call-out, etc).
Similarly an invoice might include costs from different types of form completed for different types
of jobs.
Here is how to set up a simple, single-source summary form using just text items.
2. Open your first source template (Setup/Maintenance->Maintain Templates and click on the template
name) and open existing (by clicking on the item) or create new ('Item type' in the on-line
documentation) template items. Make a note of the unique names, which are usually found on the
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Advanced tab

3. Add any other items that you wish to include in your form.

Step 2. Create a template for the summary form
1. Open or create your summary template and add any template items that will not contain summary
data.
2. Create a normal table ('Item Type - Table' in the on-line documentation).
3. Disable the adding of rows as this table is a summary of what has already been entered elsewhere so

cannot be added to.

4. In column 1 ('Col. 1' tab) enter:
1. a suitable heading,
2. a suitable width as a percentage of the form width
3. and a meaningful unique id - make a note of it for later
In many cases items in summary forms should not be edited, in which case tick the 'Display only?
(advanced use)' box. If you are happy for the data to be changed after the initial form has been

completed then do not tick this box.

5. Repeat Step 2.4 for other columns that you are using, making sure that the total of the widths equals
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100 and remembering to create meaningful unique names and make a note of them.
6. In the Advanced tab for the table enter a meaningful unique name and make a note of it.

Step 3. Set up the action to create the summary form
1. Open the source template and locate 'When a report is finished on the device' in the Actions to take
part of the screen. Click the 'Add action ...' button and choose 'Device add to to summary form'.

2. Enter the following on the Main screen:
Description - enter something to identify what is going on, for example 'update parts from stock' or
'update parts to order'.
Summary form - select the form that you wish to use from the drop-down box. This will be the one
created in Step 2, this case 'Daily Summary'.
Customer for summary/Location for summary - select the customer for whom the summary form
is intended and select the required location for that customer's from the subsequent drop-down
list. This can be a specific customer, usually an internal customer such as your own head office
but potentiallya third party, such as a supplier from whom the parts are to be ordered.
Alternatively, "Use current" will create a separate summary form for each customer/location for
whom the template is used. This means that if you were creating a daily summary and you worked
for 4 customers/locations then you would have 4 summary forms. In this instance, the default
"Use current" has been selected for both.
Unique name of table to populate - this is unique name of the target table, ie. the one that you
created in Step 2.6. You wrote the name down, remember?
Add to daily/weekly summary report - select one, both or neither of these. In the illustrated case
neither are ticked as it is designed to be closed and released everyday thereby triggering the
'overall summary report' option.
Add to overall summary report - this keeps adding rows to a single on-going summary report until
it is deleted or released from the device. It will be given the date of the first “source” form which
populates it and any subsequent forms will just add into the same table. This Daily Summary uses
this option as it will be closed and released every day, thereby summarising the items selected
©2017 Cadence Computing Limited. All Rights Reserved. Menus, prompts, fields and options are based on a typical installation
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that day.
Attach summary document to current job - tick this box if you wish the summary report to be part
of the same job as the current form. Otherwise it will be a “standalone” form. The illustrated
summary uses this so that it becomes part of the job's documentation.

3. In the Column tab enter:
Unique name of table column - this is the unique name of the target column within the table
indicated in Unique name of table to populate entered in Step 3.2 above.
Item to copy (eg. %@numPaid% or %$customer%) - this is where the unique name from the source
form is entered. This is the one noted down in Step 1.2. It is to be entered in the format
%@[unique name]% or %$[attribute]% and can accept any report processing variables (for more
details see Concepts - Report processing variables (on-line documentation)). The illustrated
form uses %@itemId% in column 1 and %@itemType% in column2.

Step 4. Receive the updated templates onto your device
1. Open magic5 on your device and the new data should be downloaded automatically.
2. If magic5 is already open or the new templates do not appear, select 'Receive updates' from the
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menu.

Step 5. Create and view source and summary forms
1. Log in to magic5 and open the source form using either 'New Form' or 'Work List' device menu
options.

2. Complete the form and release it.

3. Use the Send Reports menu item on the device.
4. Select the Edit Form menu item on the device and select the summary form to view or sign it off.
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5. Release the form if necessary and use Send Reports to send the signed-off summary report to the
office where all the forms should appear in the Completed Reports list

6. Click on the summary form to view the summarised data from the source forms.
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